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Monitoring, Reporting and Verification 

Why (for what purpose) is MRV being done, and for whom?

What is the optimum balance between rigorous and more simple MRV approaches? 

Dominant approach is 
aimed at voluntary C 
markets - providing 

evidence for C credits

For those buying to 
feel confident that 

what they are buying is 
verified

best system for farmers? 
Because barriers for entry 
will be quite high the more 

robust these systems go

Real climate mitigation 
needs to be extremely 
rigorous and long- term

Strict governance and 
baselines - should move away 

from toward system more 
aimed at farmers and 

incentives for them

Lighter touch governance could be 
achieved if the C certificate that's 
generated goes into the national 

inventory rather than private 
schemes with a financial penalty for 

reversal

Will depend on 
how the credit 

will be used

Companies expected 
to report on C 

footprint for CSR, will 
require rigour

want to commercialise this 
for labelling - if you want to 
capture flows, then there 

needs to be rigour

How to do in 
rational and 
robust way?

Must bring farmers' 
perspective into this

Project developers in the C market - 
use cases (how project doing - less 

rigorous - versus another level for C 
credit verification - higher level of 

accuracy and detail

Can move away from 
every year monitoring 
if for public purposes

Risk of data 
grabbing

Economies of scale - reduce 
cost of MRV, can increase the 
uptake and management for 

C benefits

Have to measure for 
co- benefits, protect 

from negative effects
Could pair with 
soil biodiversity 

tests

Need to set 
safeguards as 

well

Eligibility requirements to 
participate in these schemes - could 

potentially avoid the need for 
individual measurement by setting 

high enough to have proxies

Could have perverse 
impacts from just 

measuring C

Can't look at MRV 
in isolation from 
entire scheme

Could have additional 
certifications like in the VCS - 

don't just buy C credit but 
additional elements (e.g. 

social)

Risk of exclusion, risk of low 
uptake - but for ensuring co- 

benefits in addition to C, 
there are models to draw on

Contribute to other objectives 
within the EU - biodiversity, 

Nature Restoration, Soil Health, 
Forest monitoring - make 

integrated system

Overlap of definitions and 
approaches is necessary and 
not just looking at C so that 
they all complement each 

other

How can MRV support an 
integrated approach to all of 

these different 
environmental objectives, not 

just climate focussed

Label bas Carbone - aim to 
ensure that there aren't 

negative impacts on other 
environmental areas from CF 

activities

Eligibility requirements are not 
high for who can participate - 
need to comply with certain 
management standards (soil 

cover and hedges)

Monitor environmental 
co- benefits - evaluate 
at beginning and end

Companies are really 
interested in making sure 

they're not funding projects 
that have negative effects in 
other environmental aspects

Arla Climate Check - need a 
lot of data and have learned 
a lot through working with 
farmers as to what need to 

capture for farm- specific data

How can policy and 
private sector work 

together to find better 
solutions to complexities

Need better integration and 
research on methods / 

methodologies before can 
move to outcome- based 

approaches

Need to make sure that 
not too complicated 

otherwise will have very 
low uptake

Not necessary to measure 
co- benefits at the 

beginning because easier 
to measure C in soil

BUT...may have 
synergies with 

biodiversity but there 
can also be tradeoffsHybrid payments - 

hedging risk so not all 
on farmers for 

delivering

Easier for farmers to get 
on- board - reward for 

practices and then top- 
up for C benefits then

Could work well in CAP 
system - Swiss initiatives 
working on Soil C certif. 

because easier to recruit 
farmers that way

Uncertainties 
within MRV 
systems?

Technologies, making 
data collection automatic 

- who should be doing, 
and how done?

Costs of 
MRV

who using remote 
sensing? Cost limiting 
who can engage with?

Significantly 
cheaper than on- 
the- ground audit

Project developers - 
generating interest from 

farmers, investors - estimate 
how many credits could get 

in that plot

Guarantee that a 
certain percentage of 
the credits go to the 

farmer

Cost at farm level of 
acquiring the data - need to 

facilitate systems that reduce 
administrative burden and 

cost

Costs to different actors in 
the chain and their needs 

will potentially be different 
for what want to do with it

Start- up costs of projects are really 
expensive now as a lot of time and 

manpower is invested in collecting info 
from farmers, will reduce in time as 
technologies develop (e.g. machine 

learning) - but may be difficult to leave 
up to market in the beginning

Lots of examples 
of this in the 

biodiversity space


